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The MIDAS touch. The Office of Inspector (OIG) just finished a review of
MIDAS. Here are some quotes from the report: “MIDAS is 2 years overdue
and approximately $140 million over budget and has not delivered the
promised enterprise solution. As of April 1, 2015, FSA had obligated over
$444 million to this project and had retired only 1 of 66 applications which
were to be replaced by MIDAS. By 2022, the program is projected to have a
total cost of nearly $824 million.” And this: “OIG attributes MIDAS’
shortcomings to ineffective management and oversight, including:
separation of MIDAS staff from their FSA colleagues, inadequate contractor
oversight, and an incomplete analysis of software alternatives.” And this on
page 16: “Nevertheless, MIDAS’ implementation also has created concern
among county office users. Chief among these is that the USDA Service
Centers’ IT infrastructure is insufficient to handle the data traffic created by
MIDAS. Currently, nearly 2,400 of the over 2,700 service centers are still using
one communication line with a speed of 1.5 megabits per second. These lines
were designed based on the anticipated traffic from initial common
computing environment project in FY 2000 and have not increased in speed
with the increase in data traffic.” It is an interesting read and can be found on
the NASCOE website.
Calling all aspiring leaders. As part of our official negotiation process
management agreed to develop an Aspiring Leaders Program for program
technicians. NASCOE representatives on the task force to develop this
program include PT Jennifer Chavez (SD), PT Tina Penley (ME), PT Cindy
Glamm (MN), PT Jericho Hammond (KS), PT Megan Kennedy (GA) and CED
Lorraine Dillard (NC). I hope that a program like this can assist in PT’s
developing leadership skills and put them on an increasing career ladder.
Continued on next page
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Performance participation. Also from the negotiation process, management agreed to include a
NASCOE representative on the Performance Management Standing Committee which provides
input into the employee performance evaluation process. I have appointed PT Jill Lorang of Montana
to serve on this important committee.
Welcome back to GovDelivery. National Notice INFO-67 updated GovDelivery roles and
responsibilities for FSA employees. There had been an effort to restrict/access to GovDelivery by
county office personnel previous to this notice and NASCOE members weren’t happy about it. I see
this notice getting GovDelivery back in the hands of those in the county office that need to be using it
and I appreciate management recognizing this. Again, this is a result of hard work by your
negotiation team during the negotiation process.
KEY expansions. Finally national notice PM-2940 provides expanded opportunities for Key Program
Technician positions equal to the number of districts in the state. Again the exec committee looks
forward to more states providing promotion opportunities for program technicians.
Larry Olsen won’t let go. After what seems like decades (I am exaggerating but Larry says I am not)
we should see improvements to the grievance system for CO employees. Our understanding is an
amendment to 22-PM will soon be out reflecting changes that mirrors opportunities seen on the GS
side of the agency. John, the long nightmare of Larry calls is almost over…
Letterman is gone. Through your assistance, national Programs Committee Chair Rick Csutoras has
provided DAFP with a list of “top 10” (no we aren’t talking Ohio State football here but if we were it
would be at number 1) reports needed from our automated systems to help you do your job. DAFP
was very open to this and hopefully we will see results soon. Rick will get you more on this.

Thanks again to Administrator Val Dolcini and his team for their cooperative spirit on all the above issues.
As you can see it has been a busy and productive time for your association. If I haven’t said it lately, thanks
for being a member. Each member’s opinion matters and the things we choose to work on are because our
members say they are important.
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VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Wes Daniels, Vice President
NASCOE was recently contacted to be interviewed by Deloitte concerning FSA’s
workload tools. NASCOE’s leadership had requested for several years, the
opportunity to weigh in on how management measured workload and determines
employee ceiling levels.
NASCOE received and email detailing the following information, “Deloitte has been
contracted by FSA to perform an independent and objective assessment of the
existing workload analysis models used at the Agency to determine model
effectiveness and ability to incorporate impacts from the new 2014 Farm Bill. In order to provide a complete
and thorough analysis, FSA has requested Deloitte to interview a diverse cross-section of FSA employees
coming from various field offices, to include SEDs, CEDs, FLMs, field employees and employee association
leadership. This field outreach plan is based on measurable data which will allow the Agency to incorporate a
varied blend of Geographic Diversity, Office Type Diversity, and Crop Diversity.
Purpose:
Deloitte will conduct interviews with targeted FSA stakeholders who have high familiarity with the FSA
workload analysis models and a strong understanding of the FSA workforce as a whole. Primary focus areas
of the interviews include:
 Implementation and use of the two existing workload analysis models at the state/county level
 Perspective on benefits and drawbacks of the current models
 Desired criteria to be met to improve the two model’s usability, validity, and defensibility
 Success factors and/or barriers to final model implementation
Strong field participation in this assessment is highly valuable to enable the Agency in being more effective
in supporting resource projection, allocation and management. Candid, honest feedback ensures an
accurate understanding of model usage, strengths and gaps towards providing valid and defensible results
that drive business decisions. Interview results will be used to develop findings and to define comprehensive
recommendations on model improvements to increase alignment between HQ, State and County workload
needs to support the FSA mission. Ample time will be provided in each interview to address questions and
concerns from all field employee attendees.”
NASCOE made several request during the interview process that appeared to be well received. NASCOE
related to the interviewers that transparency throughout the entire workload process, including the
coefficients and factors. The Executive Committee also would also like to see employee ceilings based on
the workload tool be calculated to the state and county office level. NASCOE understand the State
Executive Directors need to be able to manage their states but could use the county office workload
numbers and staffing levels to help in making their decisions. NASCOE suggested that if staffing decisions
needed to vary from the workload reports that justifications for those moves should be given and approved
before the change is implemented. NASCOE would like a report similar to the old “Report 14” from the
workload and work measurement days. Deloitte was asked how work that isn’t getting done would be
managed. With reduce staffing we feel that we are not able to not only complete all of our work timely but
how much are we not able to even bring in. For example with under staffed offices stretched out with the
new farm bill programs are we able to get the word out effectively everywhere to bring in new NAP
applicants, CRP applicants, LFP customers, and other program participants as well as the work we haven’t
done like recons, LDP’s, and such that have fallen behind. How do you measure the time we can’t perform
Continued on next page
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our jobs because we can’t access our software, or we get kicked out, or it is taken down for maintenance
reasons? Deloitte, asked NASCOE to gather suggestions on how work that isn’t being done could be
quantified. The NASCOE Executive Committee appreciates the opportunity to offer input and answer
questions on the workload process.
In closing I would like to challenge all NASCOE members to contact any new FSA County Office Employee as
well as any nonmember and encourage them to join NASCOE. NASCOE is the voice for all County Office
Employees and we need your support. I would also like to encourage everyone to make plans to attend the
National Convention in Milwaukee, Wisconsin August 12 through the 16th. This is NASCOE’s business
meeting and great time to see how NASCOE does business and socialize with best employees in USDA.

NWA EXECUTIVE REPORT
Phillip Morton, NWA Executive
Hello, Everyone. It’s been quite the busy spring. Folks have been vigorously working to
complete the mounds of LFP applications, ARCPLC was rolled out, and acreage
reporting continues with its myriad of dates, and many other tasks. We have been
very fortunate through the hard work of NASCOE, its Legislative Committee, and
Legislative Consultant to be afforded to hire temporary employees to help with the
current workload.
In early April, NASCOE Leadership met with the FSA Management for the annual
negotiation session. While our list of negotiation items was shorter than past years, it
was every bit as important. It is my hope that by the time you read this article the results of the negotiation
session will be finalized and released for dissemination to the membership. What I can say is, that of the past
five consecutive negotiation sessions I have been a part of, this years was the most balanced. During the
negotiations there were wins for both sides. Management conceded on some of our items, and we had to
give a little here and there as well. I think the key is having Negotiation Consultants who are knowledgeable
in both practice and procedure. While some things come and go, we must continue to insure that we have
the ability to hold negotiations with the FSA Management. Also while in WDC, we also had the opportunity
to attend a briefing from management along with NACS, NASE, and NADD. This was an opportunity for
management to brief us on the current state of affairs and insure that each of the employee association was
given the same information.
I have had the pleasure to travel to several states in the NWA this past winter and into the spring, to attend
their respective state meetings and conventions. I want to point out that holding state meeting is very
important and helps keep the membership active. If you have not held a state meeting for some time you
really need to work at doing so.
As I come to the close of my term as the Northwest Area Executive, I want to say that it has been a true
honor, and pleasure to serve not only the members of the NWA but all of the members of NASCOE.
Thank you all for the trust you placed in me, and the support you have given along the way. Please continue
to lend strong support to our next group of executives, and to NASCOE.
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NEW EMPLOYEE TRAINING TASKFORCE
Jenae Prescott, NWA Alternate Executive
It is imperative that when an employee is hired they are made to feel like an
immediate member of the team and are provided the tools they need to ensure a
long and successful career. For the past year and a half I have had the pleasure to
serve on the New Employee Training (NET) Task Force as a NASCOE representative.
The initiative of this task force started out to develop training for all new employees.
As the group began diving into the project it became apparent that what we were
doing expanded beyond just training new employees; it was also ensuring that new
employees are being onboarded properly and provided all the tools necessary to
become an immediate member of the team leading to a successful career at FSA.
A small group, consisting of members from both the NET taskforce and the FSA Human Capital –Employee
Development Workgroup, was brought together in Washington DC last fall to develop Executive Summaries
on training needs/requirements for new employees and to create tools such as letters, brochures, and
checklists to enhance the onboarding of new employees. Together we have made great strides in creating a
better onboarding process for FSA which, once implemented, will provide a streamlined and systematic
approach to bringing new employees on board and ensure they are properly trained. This new system will
include an onboarding website with tools for both the employee and supervisor, including a faster security
processing time which (cross your fingers) will allow a new employee to have access on their first day of
work, YAY!
While in DC for NASCOE Negotiations the first of April it became apparent to me that many of the issues we
brought to the table would be resolved or nearly resolved if the effort of our group was in place and working.
I see great benefits to what we have come up with, however, as with all great things, implementation will
take some time! Hopefully, the website and faster security clearance will roll out in the very near future! If
you have ideas or issues you want to share which you feel will help make the onboarding process better,
please send them to me. I represent the membership and county office employees on this task force and I
want to make sure that what we come up is something we can all benefit from.
As my time serving as the Northwest Area Alternate Executive comes to an end, I look forward to my next
adventure as I announce my candidacy for the Northwest Area Executive. I am a passionate person and
being on this taskforce and serving on the negotiations team has once again proven that my passion speaks
loudly when driven! NASCOE drives me, and I strongly believe in what we do for the employees of FSA! I will
consider it an honor and privilege to serve on the NASCOE board as a representative of the FSA membership
if elected as the Northwest Area Executive. Until our travels bring us together again I wish you all the best.
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AWARDS & EMBLEMS REPORT
Kim Royer, NWA Awards & Emblems Chair
It’s been my pleasure to serve as the NWA Awards and Emblems Chairman for
the past two years. I have been with FSA for 15 years, I was hired as a temporary
PT for both programs and loans, and I am now the CED in
Washington/Adams/Payette County Service Center in Weiser, Idaho. My favorite
part of serving in this position is reading about the great people nominated for
awards each year; however I sure wish there were more to read. I know we have
a lot of quality folks who are doing great things in their communities, at the office and for NASCOE, so
please make the time to nominate someone from your state next year. We can really use this to lift and
support each other, and it means a lot. As always, emblem sales help support our scholarship program, plus
you all look great in the FSA/USDA gear that is available. The link is on the website, so order a new item
today!

LEGISLATIVE REPORT
Linda Fegler, NWA Legislative Chair
Greetings from the Northwest Area, I would like to introduce myself, I am a devoted
NASCOE supporter and will have 33 years with the agency this year with lots of
stories to share.
I have been a part of 4 legislative conferences, worked on the “Civil Rights
Implementation Team “(CRIT), “Civil Right Action Team “(CRAT) and “Consent
Decree Action Team” (CDAT). I was asked to rotate 2 weeks in WDC and 4 weeks at
home, while I was on my rotation home I watched in horror as 911 unfolded then
had to return to WDC for work on CDAT to see a new look on life, and the huge impact that had on
everyone. My work on CDAT lasted over 2 years allowing me to participate on “Jump Teams” in Mississippi, I
made friends I will never forget and learned “people are people” no matter where we live we all want good
jobs to provide a and safe living for our families at home and work; NASCOE is one BIG family.
Being part of Jackson Jones team has been an honor and privilege; updates from him and Hunter Moorhead
have enabled us to keep members informed of Legislative issues and focus on congressman who share the
same goal with FSA.
I am a strong supporter of Political Action Committee (PAC) a little history - it was first established in 1944
by Franklin D. Roosevelt he was the first to raise money through one. By law PAC’s can be established
provided the funds are kept separate from any dues money.
It’s critical we grow our grass roots PAC program, it is vital when the President requests to cut staff years
and/or close offices that we have a strong response to these efforts.
Growing PAC is the fastest way to get our story told, take time today and join PAC we need your support.
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MEMBERSHIP REPORT
Lisa Eaton, NWA Membership Chair
Greetings from your NWA membership chairperson. I was asked to be the NWA
area membership chairperson in the fall of 2013.I was born and raised in a small
farming/ranching community in Southeast Idaho and started working for FSA in
1986.I have been involved with NASCOE for most of that time serving as a
member, then a PT representative, and currently membership chair to my state
association and the NWA.
I would like to thank all the associations for taking opportunities during Farm Bill trainings to promote
NASCOE and reaching out to the new and veteran employees and recruiting them. As a result the NWA
membership percentages have remained consistent for the past year and not seen a significant decrease.
Thank you for the opportunity to serve you as your NWA membership chair. I encourage all members in the
NWA to take every opportunity to reach out to your co-workers and make them aware of the ongoing
efforts of NASCOE on their behalf as a recruitment method. It takes all of us, not just the membership chair.
I am here to help in any way that I can to promote NASCOE in your state and counties; please do not
hesitate to contact me with any questions or concerns. My contact information can be found on the
NASCOE website.

NAFEC REPORT
Greg Chewakin, NWA NAFEC Chair
Hello from Nebraska and the NWA. What a great time of year when everything is
greening up, including the golf courses!!
For those of you that do not know me, I am a CED in Lancaster County, Lincoln
NE. I transferred to Lancaster in 1999 from Ward County, ND. I started out as an
“Office Clerk” (yah, look that one up) in Emmons County, ND many years ago!!!
I grew up in North Dakota but went to High School in Pollock, SD and then to College in Aberdeen, SD. I like
to golf, watch a variety of sports including Husker football/basketball, hunting and spending time with the
Grand Kids.
I would encourage everyone to read the NAFEC Meeting with FSA Management Notes that should be
posted to the NAFEC website when this article is published! NAFEC also has bi-monthly conference calls and
welcomes all COC members to listen in on this call. The last call was on February 13th at 12:00 c.s.t. If you
know of any COC member that is interested in NAFEC please contact your area NASCOE NAFEC Chair or
myself to obtain the next conference call details.
Dues for NAFEC have changed a little effective January 1, 2015. Dues for COC Members are $4 per meeting
for those signing up for dues withholdings or a lump sum payment of $40 per year. Associate Member dues
are $1 per pay period or a lump sum payment of $20. By being a NAFEC member, you are automatically
covered by $1,000 Accidental Death and Dismemberment Insurance, plus you get access to significantly
discounted benefits through JM Marketing. For more information visit NAFEC at
www.fsacountycommittees.org. I encourage all employees to become associate members!
Thank you for your support of NAFEC and NASCOE.
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PROGRAMS REPORT
Jennifer Dutton, NWA Programs Chair
Greetings from Wyoming! We made it through LFP sign-up and are now
anxiously awaiting ARC/PLC to wrap up so that we get finish the piles of recons
that are waiting for us.
My name is Jennifer and I am currently serving as WYASCOE’s President and the
NWA Programs Chair. I am the CED in Sweetwater/Sublette – Uinta Counties in
southwest Wyoming. We serve mostly livestock producers, but have a small
number of farmers as well. Wyoming is hosting the 2015 NWA Rally June 4-6 in Buffalo Bill’s Cody,
Wyoming. We hope you’ll join us in Cody!
We have had several programs submissions and all seems to be running smoothly and we are getting fairly
quick responses in most cases. Please keep sending in suggestions to make things work easier for all of us in
the county offices.

PUBLICITY REPORT
Becky Zirpel, NWA Publicity Chair
A little about me – I have been around for a while as I have 29 + years of service in
and proud of it. I started as a PT in Mitchell SD then became a COT and for the last
20 years I have been a CED with most of that time spent in Gregory County, Burke
SD (South Central South Dakota). I am also the Acting CED in Tripp County FSA
Office, Winner SD as of January 2014. It has been an experience, but many good
days and many trying days with a lot of long hours at time.
I have served in several board positions for SDASCOE for 27 out of my 29 years. Currently I serve as Past
President of SDASCOE. I have never missed a SDASCOE Convention and proud to be a member of
SDASCOE/NASCOE. I have served as Benefits, Membership and now Publicity Chair for the NWA for about
12 years of my career. I have served on the NASCOE Board as Benefits Chairperson for 3 years from
September 2005 – 2008.
I have enjoyed going to many NWA and joint Rallies and NASCOE Conventions.
I love to tell the story of why I took this job with ASCS/FSA. It was because of the benefits. I knew it was a
great job when my first day was a holiday and my second day I was granted advanced leave and when I
returned from my speaking engagement I was sent home on admin leave due to a blizzard. I was paid and
hadn’t even worked yet – great benefit!!!
I told Phil I would try the Publicity Chair as he had not been able to fill the position for the NWA. I felt it was a
little out of my area of expertise, but found it was not bad at all. I have worked with Niki to start a NWA
website (still a work of art) but check it out. I think she has done a great job getting it started. Check it out!
www.nwanascoe.org
I look forward in continuing my work with this great Employee Organization (NASCOE) in whatever way my
talents and time allows.
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SCHOLARSHIP REPORT
Heather Tritt, NWA Scholarship Chair
Hello NASCOE members! My name is Heather Tritt and I am very excited to be
able to be active in NASCOE. I started with the agency in July of 2010 in the
COT program and am currently the CED for Linn-Benton-Lincoln Counties,
located in Oregon’s Willamette Valley. I am a 2010 graduate from Eastern
Oregon University with a Oregon State University Bachelors of Science in
Agricultural Business Management. My agriculture background runs deep, I
grew up on a cattle ranch in Morrow County Oregon and my college internship was through Pendleton Grain
Growers, working with the wheat industry. In my spare time I enjoy the great outdoors with my husband
Steve. In the fall you can find me out with my bow deer and elk hunting in North Eastern Oregon. My
husband and I look forward to sharing our love of the outdoors with our newborn son, Thomas.
Brief NWA Scholarship Update:
I am excited for our 2015 NWA Scholarship Winners. Our Traditional Scholarship recipient is Mitchel Royer
from Idaho; and the Open Scholarship recipient is Sarah Kunkle from Oregon. We had 22 applicants for both
the Traditional and Open Scholarships. We didn’t have any applications for the Member Continuing
Education Scholarship; for this scholarship only NASCOE members are eligible. Thank you to all of the
applicants that applied this year and I am hopeful that we have more interested applicants for all of our
scholarship categories next year.

56th NASCOE Convention
August 12-15
Milwaukee, WI
Don’t worry!
There’s still time to donate!
Scholarship Auction items are still being
accepted!
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GREG
Lawrence Parker, Vermont
In our day to day work life we have all faced situations where one of our producers passes away. Often they are
someone we've worked with for years, who we've developed a comfortable rapport with, but generally after a short
period of "what a shame", the sending of a condolence card, and maybe attending a memorial service or funeral, we
just move on. Sometimes it's a little more personal; such was the case with farmer Beliveau and CED Parker in rural
Vermont. The story reflects the connectivity between FSA staff, the COC, and the community they serve. For me it
illustrates why I do what I do; helping to promote and preserve a culture that is my core. The story will come in multiple
parts; while each part can stand alone, they do come together to create a whole.
Continued from Part I in the April Issue…

PART 2:
Greg was a customer of FSA, and stopped by infrequently at my office, usually a reluctant applicant to some
disaster program when weather conditions wiped out his crops. I hadn’t seen him around for a while, either
in the office or socially, when my mother mentioned to me that she had heard in church that one of the
Beliveau boys was sick, she wasn’t sure, but thought it was Greg. As luck would have it, I ran into his wife
Lisa just a day or so later at the local grocery store, and waited until after she’d checked out to ask her how
things were going. She had a funny look on her face, said she was in a hurry, and started out the door. I
asked her point blank if Greg was okay, and she stopped and said, no, he wasn’t. She explained that they
were headed into the doctor’s office to get some test results, but could tell me that he’d a bout with lung
cancer earlier that year, he had tested clear after surgery and radiation, but the cancer had reappeared in his
brain. He had kept most of this within his family, not wanting any of his friends to know. He did a good job. I
had visited with him just days after he first learned about his lung cancer, then again just after he’d had half a
lung removed. He never let on that he was sick. I told Lisa I’d swing by the farm and visit, if she thought Greg
would be okay with that. She said that would be fine.
I stopped by Greg’s farm a few days later, after work, planning on a short visit to say “hey” and get the
scoop. I was met by Lisa at the garage door, asked her if it was a good time to stop in and see Greg, only to
be given the news that they’d just taken him to the Respite House. I knew darn well what that meant, but
asked just the same “what are you saying?” Greg was dying, and had little time left. That hit me hard; I drove
not home, but to Mom’s house. Moms fix everything, right? Mom was in the middle of making dinner for
Dad, but agreed to drop everything and make a trip into Respite. Mom is a retired nurse, having spent many
years working with Alzheimer patients in assisted living facilities. She’d know how to act and react. I couldn’t
make this kind of visit alone.
We arrived at Respite a half an hour later; it sure was tough walking in that front door. After getting
directions to Greg’s location, it was harder yet to enter his room. Lisa had warned me that Greg would look
different, that his hair was all gone, but it was still startling to see him propped up in bed without his
signature bushy mustache or unruly beard. The completely bald head was no big deal; middle-aged baldness
had crept in long ago, but the effects of steroids and other treatments were dramatic. The swollen face said
it all, that there was no figuring a way out of this.
Greg was genuinely surprised and pleased to see us. I didn’t take offense when he greeted us with “it can’t
be Judy Parker”! I was happy to play second fiddle and let Mom lead the conversation. Having spent many
days and nights at our house, and Mom and his mother Harriet being good friends, he was completely
familiar and at ease with Jude. It wasn’t a long visit, maybe 15 minutes, but it set the tone of our relationship
for the rest of his life.
Continued on next page
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Over the course of the next two weeks I stopped by to visit Greg every day. Some days were filled with
conversation, some pretty quiet, always leaving me incredibly sad. There were light moments like when I
brought him a Toblerone chocolate bar, remembering how this was the major food group while hiking in
Switzerland. He tore into it with relish, offered me half, but I declined saying “just enjoy it”. More serious
and depressing conversations surrounded his plans for the next year; mostly I’d just listen, let him talk. This
was my first experience of watching a contemporary die, and I hadn’t read the book. Just go with the flow.
Less than a month after I found out he was sick, Greg passed away.
When Greg died he left behind a wife of 25 years, a couple of teenage boys, and a herd of about a dozen beef
cattle. The beef were mostly a hobby, but did provide a source of organic matter to be used in the vegetable
operation. I knew that Greg had not been well enough to put up hay for winter feeding, and that he had
been buying in hay from a neighbor and newly elected COC member, Danny Pillsbury. I asked Lisa what she
planned on doing with the animals and she replied that she didn’t know, but she couldn’t keep them. I told
her I’d make some calls, see what we could do. For those unfamiliar with the Northeast, and Vermont in
particular, as recently as 5 years ago we didn’t have many options when it came to sale of livestock. Prices
were low; you took what you could get at one or two local auction houses, or took a bigger chance by
shipping out of state. Many times you could ship a 100 pound calf and end up owing money. There was, and
still is, up to a years’ wait to get an animal slaughtered and processed. In the middle of the winter, prospects
weren’t good for a reasonable dispersal. I learned from Danny that he only had a few round bales of hay left;
the animals had to go soon.
I gave our COC Chair Richard Parizo a call and explained the situation to him. Rick seems to know everyone
in the state, is what I’d call a wheeler and dealer, and he assured me that he’d take care of it. He didn’t know
Greg or Lisa, but was sympathetic towards her plight. I gave him a list of the animals available and
suggested that it’d be nice to keep expenses low. Of course, he said, no charge. Within a day he called back
with the news that he had a home for everything, and we made arrangements for him to stop in and pick
them up that weekend. Another call to Danny to let him know the plan, and he was on board to get things
ready. Much easier said than done! It’s difficult to describe Greg’s pasturing system other than to say the
animals appeared to have free reign over the entire farm and just about anywhere else in the county they
chose to roam. There was evidence of a single strand of electric fence, kinda strung out here and there, but
mostly hay kept them in the vicinity of the home turf. Danny plowed out an access road across an
unharvested potato field (we’re talking winter in Vermont, plenty of snow), and constructed a corral using a
bunch of 10 foot cattle gates. One end was left open, and the hay feeder was located in the middle to entice
the animals in. Theory was good, but one look and I had my doubts. Danny’s reference point is as a dairy
farmer, dealing with docile Holsteins handled twice a day in a confined setting, not a dozen beef animals
who feel constricted in a one acre enclosure. The plan was for an early morning roundup, to capture the
animals as they bedded down around the feeder. I showed up just as it was getting light and sure enough all
the cattle were hanging around within the gates chewing their cud. I closed the open panel, this was too
easy, and waited for Rick and Danny to arrive. That would end up being in an hour, more than enough time
for the animals to become increasingly suspicious and excited. I spent the time walking the perimeter,
politely asking the more aggressive animals to please leave the gates alone, just go eat some hay and be
nice. A couple of the bulls with plenty of Scotch Highlander blood were using their 2 foot set of horns to test
the structure, no doubt laughing at the flimsy construction, but playing along with my request. Anyways, the
trucking crew finally arrived, got turned around, and started backing across the potato field. The diesel
engine had made its presence known well in advance of pulling into the drive, and the bumpy field causing
an unsteady foot on the pedal more than disrupted the serene morning. The ears perked up, heads went
down, and with surprisingly little effort the panels went flying and we were watching the tail ends of a
Continued on next page
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rapidly disappearing herd. We reassembled the panels, reinforced the weak areas, got the truck and trailer
into position, then spread out to locate and round up the cattle. This was not a nice, clear, flat, fenced in
quarter-section; we’re talking streams, woods, ravines, buildings, ponds, and snow up to our knees. We
managed to locate about half of the animals, the rest evidenced by tracks headed to the hills and who knows
where. The ones we drove in the vicinity of the corral had no interest in entering, and it was an easy decision
to give it up and wait for another day. Time for plan B; circle the wagons.
I knew Danny had a kicker hay wagon at his farm and my Dad had four at his, so the 5 would make a nice 18
X 36 foot enclosure that wouldn’t easily be pushed aside. Danny took care of hauling the wagons on site,
Dad and I rounded up a bunch of plywood and heavy gauged welded wire hog panels, and in an afternoon
we had a makeshift corral built that would withstand a moderately heavy attack. We rerouted some electric
fence wires to incorporate the area, Danny would feed hay at the loading end, and Lisa would treat the
animals to a daily scoop of grain each to keep them happy. We’d reconvene in a week and try again. In the
meantime, I’d stop by daily to mingle with the cows and hopefully make them less suspicious of a stranger in
their midst.
The second try worked flawlessly; Dad & I arrived early in the morning, the entire herd had returned home
and was bedded down within the designated capture area. We slowly snuck around to the back and pushed
the final hay wagon across the opening. They were caught! Rick arrived shortly with the trailer and we had a
relatively easy time loading the animals, save two; no way were they going to go on. We decided to declare
victory, take what we had, and worry about the mop up later. Rick took off and went about the process of
distributing the cattle, a few cows here, the calves to another farm, two large bulls went to New York for
slaughter, and I believe Rick may have bought a heifer or two for himself. The two uncooperative animals
were left in the enclosure to be dealt with later on in the week, Danny agreeing to take care of the feeding
and watering. Later on ended up as an on farm slaughter when one look into their eyes convinced us that
these two fellows were not going to load without a fight; it was much too dangerous, and we were not of a
mind to prolong this test of wills. We had discussed the possibility beforehand, so were prepared with the
necessary instruments. Danny drove his Bobcat over, and we loaded the deceased animals onto the trailer
(want to bet you’re not going on!). I followed Rick to his farm and we spent the next two hours dressing out,
skinning, and quartering the carcasses. It was cold enough so we could simply hang them for a week in one
of Rick’s sheds, and made plans to process and package the meat the following Saturday. Rick had
previously run a slaughterhouse, so had all the necessary tools, and had some friends he thought would
pitch in and help. Saturday rolled around and sure enough Rick had rounded up three fellows to help bone,
grind, and wrap the two beef. It took the better part of the day, but by mid-afternoon I was returning to
Lisa’s with a van full of meat. Other than leaving the guys a few pounds each of hamburger, there again was
no charge, “glad to help out.”
The effort of all these folks to come together and take care of a situation that Lisa had no idea how to handle
when she had so much more on her mind, is but a small illustration of the community pitching in during such
a stressful time. The check she received for the sold animals and the meat in the freezer far exceeded
expectations; she was convinced she’d have to dig a big hole out back and bury the animals. Beyond the
typical delivery of prepared meals, community members gathered one weekend to get in a year’s supply of
firewood; Danny and his son Todd brought over their tractor, hooked up the splitter, and spearheaded the
effort. Danny made sure the quarter mile driveway was always plowed out, and continues to do so. When
the tractor needed repairs it was brought to Danny’s workshop and fixed. When Dad had a load of slab wood
put up for Lisa, Todd and his friend Ashely (son of another COC member) showed up and hauled it away.
They returned the empty trailer later on in the day. This is a huge part of why I enjoy my job, the day to day
interaction with caring, helpful people, whose sense of community and kind actions are done with little
fanfare, are too seldom recognized and truth be known, aren’t expected to be. There’s no pretense, it’s who
they are.
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